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EMtsEDDING GRAPHS IN THEIR COMPLEMENTS
R. J. F,tuoxrn, C. C. Roussrau, R. H. Scnsrp, Memphis,
and Sryuoun Scuusrrn, Carleton
(Receiving March 3, 1979)

INTRODUCTION
Several recent papers have dealt with the problem of placing two graphs on n
vertices edge disjointly in K,. This is sometimes called, a mutual placement of the
two graphs. In particular catlin [5], sauer and Spencer
[7] have shown independently
that if the two graphs have maximal ciegree $ anc, p respectivery with 2dfr < n,
then the two graphs are mutually placeabie. Also Bollobas and Eldridge
[z] have
shown that if the graphs have maximal degree n
- 2 a'r.d collectively no more than
2n - 3 edges then, except for a few speciai pairs ofgraphs, the two graphs are again
mutually placeable. A summary of many of the recent results appear in
[4].

In tiris papet a niore special problem will be considered, namely, mutual placernent
of two copies of the same graph in Kn. Placing two copies of the same graph G
edge disjointly in K,is really an embedding or an isomorphic mapping of the graph G
into its complement G. Throughout this paper the embedding of a graph G into G
will be referred to as an erubedding of G; or it witl be said that the graph G is embedda

b

le.

There are two principal results in the paper. The first completely characterizes those
graphs with n vertices and n edges which are embeddable. The second shows that if
a graph G with n vertices is not a star, contains no more than (6/5) n
- 2 edges, and
has no cycies of length 3 or 4 as subgraphs, then G is embeddable. It is conjecturecl
that the second result is true when the restriction on ihe number of edges is com-

pletely deleted.

Notation within the paper is kept to a minimum. A graph with p vertices and

q

will be called u (p, q) graph. Also ftG, k a positive integer, will refer to k vertex
disjoint copies of the graph G. Additional notation will be the usual as foun<j in
[1]
or [6].
edges

Within the paper frequent reference wiil be made to three

classes

of graphs. To
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define these classes, two classes
Let F 1be the set of graPhs

fi,

and

fr, of forbidden graphs are first defined'
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the graphs in F, are shown labeled in Figure 2. Itis now appropriate
to a"no. the three classes of graphs mentioned earlier. These classes are denoted
of those (;n' n - l)
by 9 ,, 9 ,, and 9, andare defined as follows : The class 9, consists
n) Sraphs which
(n,
giupt , *hi.h do not appear fu fr r. The class 9, consists of those
of graphs with n vertices
are not meurbers of the collec tion F 2. The class 9. consists
of
than 6nl5 2 edges which are not stars and contain no cycles
graphs.
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and no more

length 3 ot 4.
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the sequel that the classes

gr,gr,

and,

g,

are descriptions of classes of embeddable graphs. The first two of these classes are
precisely those (n, - l) graphs and (n,n) graphs that are embeddable. Thus the
" only (n, n 1) graphs which fail to be embeddable and those
graphs in F, are the
in 9, are the only non-embeddable (n,n) graphs. rt should be noted that except

for a few small order cases a1l the forbidden (non-embeddable) graphs are obtained
from a K3, & C+, and a star, frequently identifying vertices of the cycle with those of
the star. For this reason, it is conjectured that each non-star graph which contains
no cycles of length 3 or 4 as subgraphs is always embeddable.

RESULTS

To prove the two main theorems mentioned in the introduction, two embedding
results are needed. They are stated without proof, with proofs found in the given
references.

2) graph, is embeddoble.
"Theorem 2. l8f Each (n, n - 1) oraph, in 9, is embeddable.
Theorem 1.12,3) Each (n,

With these results the first principal result can be proved.
Theorem 3.

All graphs in class 9, are embeddable.

proof of this

theorem will follow by induction cn the order of the graphs
in 9 r. For simplicity four lemmas will be proved. Observing that all graphs of srnall
order in 9, are embeddable, the first, third, and fourth of these lemmas give an
immediate inductive proof of the theorem. Thus the proof follows from the next
four lemmas. For convenience throughout the statements and proofs of these
Iemmas G will always denote a graph in 9, with r vertices.
The

Lernma 4.

If

G has an isolated Dertex, then G is embeddable.

Proof. Let u be an isolated vertex of G and let H : G - o. Since G is a (n,n)
graph, H is a (, - l, n) graph. Thus II contains a vertex of degree 3 or more. Let w
be a vertex of rnaximal degree. The graph H - w is a (n - 2, q) graph with q S
< n - 3. By Theorem 1 if q < n - 4, then there exists an embedding o of H - w.
This embedding can be extended to an embedding of G by mapping o to w and w
to u. Hencetheproof is complete unless q - n - 3. ByTheorem2,H - wis again
embeddable unless If - w e F 1. Therefore the only case that remains is when
Ge9r, each vertex of -Ff is of degree 3 or less, and H - we7r. Aithough there
are several cases to consider, it is easily checked that such graphs are embeddable
completing the proof of the lemma.

If

Lemma 5. Let G contqin two uertices ol degree I with disjoint neighborhoods.
euery graph in 9, with f ewer than n uertices is embeddable, then G is embeddable.

Proof. Let

II :
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G

-

u

-

o and w be vertices of degree 1 in G with disjoint neighborhoods and
w. If H is embeddable, then since the neighborhoods of u and w are

/:
t

disjoint, this embedding can be extended to an embedding of G. Thus the proof is
complete unless 11 e frr. This reduces G to a graph such that the deletion of each
pair of vertices of degree 1 with disjoint neighborhoods gives an element af F2.
Although it is somewhat tedious, one can check that such graphs G are always
embeddable. Hence the result follows.

If

G is disconnected, has q. tree as a component, and euery graph in 92
with less thqn n uertices is embeddable, then I is embeddable.
Lemma 6.

Proof. From Lemma 4 therc is no loss of generality in assuming thal G has no
isolated vertices. I-et T be a tree which is a nontrivial component of G and If :
- G - T. Thus Tis a (t, t - l)graph and II is a (, - t, n - t * 1) granh. Br
Lemma 5 if I is not a star or H has a vertex of degree 1, then G is embeddable.
Hence the proof is complete unless T: Ki,t-l, t 2 2, and.FI has no vertices of
degree l. Let u be the central vertex of T: Kr.,r-, and w be a vertex of maximal
degree in I1. Clearly the degree of w in 11 (or G) is at least 3. If the degree of w is at
least 4, H - wis a (zr - t - 7,q) graph with q < n - I - 3, so by Theorem 1 is
embeddable. For this case and more generally when H - w is embeddable the embedding is extendabie to an embedding o for G by deflning o(r) : w, o(w) : lt, at\d
: x for each vertex xinT - u. Thus the proof is complete unless I: Kt,r. r,
"(*)
t 2 2, each yertex of 1lis of degree 2 or 3, and H - w e9r. For each of these possibilities one can easily check thal G is embeddable so that the result follows.
Lemma 7. Let G be such that each of its components contains a eycle. If eacb
9, with f ewer than n uertices is embeddable, then G is embeddable.

graph in

Proof. Since all components of G contain a cycle, each component must be a(k, k)
graph. Thus each component is a cycle or contains a vertex of degree 1. Observe
that G may be connected. By Lernma 5 the result follows unless ail but at most one
of the components of G is a cycle and this component on k vertices and k edges has
all its vertices of degree 1 adjacent to a single vertex. To describe G precisely let
1l(r, s - 1, r) be the graph obtained by identifying a flxed vertex of the cycle C.
with an end vertex of the path P" on s vertices, and identifying the other end vertex
ofP"withthecentralvertexofthestarKl,r.Notethat H(r,0,0)issimplythecycleC,.
Therefore G has one component which is a H(r, s, l) granh with the remaining components cycles. It is straightforward to check that the graph H(r, s, r) is embeddable
if r ) 5, or r : 4 and s, t )>- 1, ar r : 3,s 2 3, and t Z 0. Also observe that each
of the following graphs are embeddable: C,(r 2 5), I{(r, s, r) u Co(s, t 2 0, r 2 4,
k23 or r,k2 3, s, I) l), U(r,s,t)uC1 vCr(r,k,l>3, s,/)0). With this
information it is easy to check that G is always embeddable. This completes the proofl
of the iemma and consequently the proof of Theorem 3.
The next objective is to prove the second main result of the paper. This proof is
quite involved and requires several intermediate results.
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Theorem 8.

If

Ge

9r, then G is embeddable.

This result, as that of Theorem 3, is proved by induction on the order of G. If G
has 10 yertices or less, then G has no more than n edges and is embeddable by Theorem
3. The inductive proof will be a consequence of the next set of seven lemmas. In

particular

it will follow from Lemmas t2, 14 and

15. Throughout the

proof of these

lemmas the following be assumed.

(1) C is a graph on n uertices in 93, and
(2) each graph with fewer than n uertices in

g,

is embeddable.

The next lemma is a simple embedding result which is used repeatedly

in

the

lemmas that follow.
Lemma 9. Let H' be a subgraph of G' and K' : G' - H'. Further let B' be the
set of those uertices of H' adjacent to qt leqst one uertex of K' and A' the set of the
remaining uertices oJ H'. If there exist embeddings r of H' and o of K' such that
't(A') - A' , then there exists an embeddins 0 of G' which extends both r und o.
P r o o f. Simply let 0(x) : o(x) for all vertices x in K' and 0(x) : r(x) for all vertices
x in H' . The map 0 is an embedding since z is an embedding of H' , o is an embedding
of K', and G' contains all edges between A' and the yertices of K'.

Lemma 10.

If

G has an isolated oertex, then G is embeddable.

Proof. Let u be an isolated vertex in G and ll; a vertex of maximal degree in G.
If the degree of w is no more than2, then G has at most n - 1 edges. Since G contains
no cycles of length 3 or 4, G * F t so it is embeddable. Hence it is assumed that the
degree of w is at least 3. Let H be the graph with yertex set {u, w} and empty edge
set andletK: G - H. Since G eg3,it is clear thatK containsno cycles of length
3 or 4. Also K is not a star, otherwise w is adjacent to at least 3 vertices of the star
implying that G contains a cycle of length 3 ar 4. The graphK has n - 2vertices
and no more rhan 6nlS-S edges. Since SnlS-S
- Z) - 2, it follows
that K e 9, and is embeddable. Thus by mapping u =(615)("
to w and w to u the embedding
of K is clearly extendable to an embedding of G. This completes the proof.
Lemma ll. If G has adjacent uertices o and w, both of degree 2, such that the
neighbors of a and w are of degree greater than 1, then G is embetldable.

Proof. Let the neighbors of u be {ur, *\ and those of w be {u, *r}.Also let 11 :
: (D,w,Drwr), the subgraph induced by {r, w,uytll\, and define L: G - H.
If lis a star, each of u, and wrare adjacent to at most one vertex of L, otherwise G
would contain a cycle of length 3 or 4. But then Lis aKr,n-, graph so that Gis an
{n, n) Zraqh in G, and hence embeddable. Thus we may assume that I is not a star
and contains no cycles of length 3 or 4. Further I, contains at most (elS) n - 7 <
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(6/5) (" - +) - 2 edges so that Le 93 and is thus embeddable. The map t defined
= r(u): av r(w1) : u, r(u1) : w, and
: w1, is an embedding of rl. Since
by
"(r)
gives
an embedding of G.
r{up w1\ - tr, *\, Lemma 9 applies and

Lemma 12.If G kas no uertices of degree

l,

then G is embedda,ble.

Proof. By Lemma 10 it is assumed that each vertex has positive degree. If G
contains I vertices of degree 2, no pah of which are adjacent, thet 2t < 6nlS-Z
and 2t + 3(n - t) < 2(6n15-2). Since these inequalities are incompatible, there
exists at least one pair of adjacent vertices of degree 2. Hence this result follows from
Lemma 11.
Lemma 13. If G hes two oertices of degree
then G is embeddable.

Io

I

which haue na common adjacency,

Proof. Let u and w be vertices of degree 1 with u adjacentto u, and w adjacent
w 1, o 1 f wr. Since 9,
9, and elements of 9, arc embeddable, it will be assumed

=

throughout the proofthat G has more than z edges.

If u1 is of degree 1, then let u e G - u - u, of maximal degree in G. Since G has
more than n edges, the degree of u is at least 3. Let H be the subgraph (u,a,ur)
: u, ar,d
:
and let L: G - II. Embed 11 by the map t where z(a) : u,
"(rr)
"(u)
:or. The graph Lhas n- 3 vertices, at most (anls)-6=(615)(n-z)-2

edges, is not a star, and contains no cycles of length 3 or 4. Hence L is embeddable,
so that this embedding and the embedding c of H can be extended to an embedding

for

G by Lemma 9.

Next consider the case where the degree of u, is 2. Let u and o, be the neighbors
of or. Select a vertex u in G - o - or - azsuch that a is not adjacent to u, and such
that the degree of a is as large as possible. This choice of u is possible since G has no
cycles of length 3 and G is assumed to have at least n * 1 edges. Let H be the graph
(o,1tpt)z,u) andlet L: G - H. It is easy to see that Lhas n - 4 vertices and at
most6n15 - 7 < (elS)(n - 4) - 2edges. Also.Lisnotastarandcontainsnocycles

of length 3 or 4 so that Lis embeddable. The graph ff can be embedded via the rnap r
defined as follows: {u) : u, r(ur) : up r(u1) : u,'c(u) : uz. BY applying Lemma 9
this embedding of Il together with the embedding of L can be extended to an embed-

ding of G.
Finally the remaining case when the degree of o, is at least 3 is considered. From
the cases considered there is no loss of generality in assuming that w, is of degree
at least 3. Let I{ be the subgraph (1t, lsyw,wr) and let L: G - H. As before L
is not a star, contains no cycles of length 3 or 4, has n - 4 vertices, and no more than
(els)(n - 4) - 2 edges so that it is embeddable. The mapping r(u) : wp r(u1) : u,

,(wt)

:

w, 'c(w): ur is an embedding of

II.

Applying Lemma 9 again gives an

embedding of G.
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Lemma 14.

Il

G has at most two uertices of degree 1, theru G is embeddable.

Proof. From Lemmas 12 and 13 it will be assumed thal G has either one or two
vertices of degree 1 and these vertices are adjacent to a common yertex. Let u be the
vertex of G adjacent to the vertices of degree 1. The case when u is of degree 2 was
considered in the body of the proof of Lemma 13. Hence it will be assumed that the
degree of o is at least 3. Further, by Lemma 11, ii G contains two adjacent vertices
of degree 2, G is ernbeddable. But if there are I vertices in G of degree 2, no two of
which are adjacent, both 2t < 6nf 5 - 2 and
max{1

+2t +3(n

* t-

1),2 +2t + 3(n - t - z)}

=

z(6nls

-

z).

Since these inequalities are incompatible, G is always embeddable.

Lemma 15.

If

G has at least three uertices of degree

Proof. By Lemma
vertices of degree

13

I,

then G is embedda'ble.

it can be assumed that there is a vertex

u

of

G adjacent to the

1.

First consider the case where G has two vertices u and w of degree 2 neither of
which is adajcent to a. Because of Lemma 11, it is assumed that u and w are not
adjacent. Let the neighbors of u be u, and u, and cf w be w, and w, with ilz : wz
if the neighborhoods of u arrd w intersect. Also let Dpo21 D3 be tfuee drstinct neight,ors of u of degree l. Let H be the subgraph (D, uy 1)2, D3, ?t1w; Lty'tt2, wr, wr) and
L: G - i{. Again by Lemma 11 it can be assumed that each of ttr,r.tr,w11 rt2 ore
vertices of degree 3 or more. Hence since G has no cycles of length 3 or 4, Lhas at
most (6/5) (" - ,) * 2 edges with r the number of rrertices in Il. Also L is not a star.
To see this suppose tire contrary. Then the nonexistence of cycles of length 3 ot 4
implies that theie are at most flve edges joining vertices of 1{ to vertices of -L. Tlius,
since all the vertices of degree 1 in G are adjacent to u, the star I has at most five
end vertices. Each of the possibilities force G to have more than (615) n - 2 edges,
a contradiction. Hence Lis noi a star and therefore is an embeddable graplr.
To apply Lemma 9 an appropriate embedding r of .H is needed. This ernbedding
wiil be given only when 11 has 10 vertices, i.e. when u, * \r'2, since the embedding
whet u, : wz and H has 9 vertices is similar. Define r on tI as follcws: r(ur) : ur,
'E{.u2) : u2, r(w1) : u3, t(wr): il, z(u) : ri'. t(i'i) : t, I(tz) : ur, t{tr) : u2,
,{") : wr, r(w) : wz. Lernlrta 9 now applies and c is ernbeddable'
It remains to consider the case rvhere al1 except possibly one of the vertices of
degree 2in G are adjacent to o. Thus if r denotes the number of vertices of degree 2
in G and I denotes the number of vertices of degree 1, vertex o is at least of degree
r + t - 1. Furthermore, a lower bound on the sum of degrees of all vertices of G
is t -t2r * r * t - I + 3(n - r - t - t)<- 2(6n15 - 2) implying thai t>3n15.
ThusGcontainsatleast3n/5verticesof degree l.LetT:{rr,D2,...,or},t>3nf5,
denote this set of vertices and let t be the subgraph of G indurced by the vertices

{, lrdfu{r,}}.SinceGisnotastar,thereexistsavertexwinlwhichisnotadjacent
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\,

: {u'r, uL, ..., u^} be the set of vertices of L adjacent to u and s
=
be
the vertices of r,adjacenrto w. Since G contains no cycres of
{*,uw2;-..;w,}
,:
length 4 it is clear that M and S have at most one element in comrnon.
Also since
to u' Further let M

t>3n15, if r,has / vertices, then I <2nf5 1. Embeddings of G will be given
separately when M and S are disjoint and when they have an element
in common.
Consider the case when M n S : @. Since G has no cycles of length
3, the set
?usisanindependentsetof vertices of G. Alsosinces + 1< I<inls
l and
t 2 3nf5, select a subset T, of T of cardinality / s. Let obe any bijection- of the
set of vertices of Lnot belonging to s onto xr. Extend o to any bijection
for G such
that o(u) : w, and o(y) : y for each y e s. It is easy to see that o is an embedding
of G.
Finally, the case where M and S have an element in common wiil be considered.
Let M n s :_{y}. In this case it is first shown that there exists a vertex u in
L,
u * M u s u {w}. suppose the contrary. since G contains no cycles of length
3 or 4
each vertex in s different from y is of degree z and. not adjacent
to u. But by as_

sumption all but one vertex ofdegree 2 is aJjacent to o. Hence, since w is
not adjacent
to u and therefore not of degree 1, S must contain exactly two elements one
of which
is degree 2 aod nor adjacent to a. This vertex and. w are both of degree
2 and nonadjacent to u, a contradiction. Thus the assumption is false and
there exists a u in L,

ugMvsu{w}.

It remains to describe an embedding for G. Select a subset T, of T of cardinality
I - s- Let o be anv bijection of those verrices of r disjoint from (s r
u {ui
onto Ir. Extend o to any bijection of G such that oQ) : w, o(u): y, unj{y})
,(r7 : )

for each e e sr{y}. Again using the independence of ru s in b it is easy to
check
that o is an embedding of G which completes the proof of the lemma and consequently the proof of Theorem 8.
conjecture. Each graph which is not c sta,r and contains no cycres of
tength 3
or 4 as subgraphs is entbeddable.
The reason for proving Theorem 8 is to provide some evidence that the
above
conjecture might hold. This conjecture, if true, would fit nicely
with many other
characterization theorems which specify that all but a family of forbidden
graphs
satisfy a given property or are of a given type.
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